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Connecting people through fun
anywhere and anytime.
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ZYNGA IN THE PAST

BRAND INTRODUCTION
Zynga was founded in 2007. It changed the game forever with
broadly popular games like FarmVille, Zynga Poker, Draw
Something and Words with Friends.
The company logo is a faithful rendering of CEO Mark Pincus’s now
immortal dog Zinga, an American Bulldog. Around the company
and San Francisco, Zinga was legendary for her human-like qualities. She liked to sit on chairs and eat dinner the table. She would
jump up on barstools in the Mission District and sit in the audience
with Mark at conferences. She is their inspiration because she liked
to be in the center of the the action, she was playful, loyal, and a
lovable, good soul. Zinga’s warm spirit is the guide of Zynga.
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2009

October

2012

April

Zynga announced a partnership with bwin.party, an international
real-money gaming operator, to launch real-money gaming in the
U.K.,including the release of online poker, a suite of 180 casino games.

Zynga purchased developer OMGPop for $200 million but shuttered
the studio a year later. Additionally, the company’s $527 million acquisition of Natural Motion brought CSR Racing into the fold, but the
studio’s other major releases have underperformed and call the price
paid into question.

In June of the same year, Zynga acquired MyMiniLife which then built
and launched FarmVille on Facebook. On November 23, FarmVille.com
went live as Zynga’s first stand-alone game.

Zynga became the Facebook app developer with the most monthly active
users, with 40 million people playing their games that month.

Zynga’s first game, Texas Hold ’Em Poker, now known as Zynga Poker,
was released on Facebook. It was the first game Facebook introduced
on its social networking platform.

The company name changed to Zynga which named after Pincus’
American bulldog “Zinga.” The company uses an image of a bulldog as
its logo.

2007

July

April

Founded by Mark Pincus, Eric Schiermeyer, Justin Waldron,
Michael Luxton, Steve Schoettler, and Andrew Trader under the
name Presidio Media.

2007
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2013

Future

2019

April

2015

January

2014

January

Not limited in mobile games. Everything
which can make people have fun is the
goal and deliverables of Zynga.

Zynga’s stock price fell to $3 per share, down from $10 per share during
the IPO in December 2011.

In March, Zynga Poker appeared more like an actual casino. Players
strongly disliked the change, and many stopped playing the game.

Zynga purchased NaturalMotion, a technology company and software
developer, for $527 million. The company was known for its mobile
racing games and its ability to add physics to video games. However,
updates to the technology being used for producing Zynga’s games
did not bring in more revenue.

The company finished 2014 with a net loss of $4.45 million.

Mattrick laid off 314 employees and started replacing key employees
with his own hires. In April, he relieved Pincus from his chief product
officer position, ending his involvement with the company’s daily
operations.

Hired Don Mattrick as CEO.

OMGPOP’s website was closed down on September.

FarmVille, one of Zynga’s most popular games at that time, had reached
$1 billion in total player bookings.
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FACTS
After a long spate of difficulties with its product strategy and
business model, the gaming company Zynga, once a Silicon Valley
powerhouse, is now worth less than the office building in which
it resides.
Zynga rose to prominence with Facebook-linked games like
Farmville and Words With Friends, but has struggled to replicate
the successes of its earlier products. At the time of its 2011
IPO, Zynga’s shares were valued at $10 and the company boasted
a workforce of 3,000 people. Now, their stock trades at $2 and
rounds of layoffs have downsized their team to 1,700 employees.
Analysis of the company’s financial reports since the start of 2011
show a clear peak in the summer of 2012, when Zynga’s games
were attracting 306m monthly active users (MAUs) and 72m daily
active users (DAUs), with 4.1m people a month buying virtual
items within those games (monthly unique payers – MUPs).
A year later, and the company was reporting 187m MAUs, 39m DAUs
and 1.9m MUPs, and by the end of 2013, those figures had declined
further to 112m MAUs, 27m DAUs and 1.3m MUPs. In short, Zynga
lost 63% of its monthly AND daily active users in 18 months, not to
mention 68% of its paying customers.
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OBSTACLES
The San Francisco-based company had overextended itself. During
its heyday on Facebook it built dozens of games, then aggressively
launched mobile games as smartphones gained popularity.
It didn’t seem like a problem when the company was preparing
for a big IPO.But Zynga’s share price got decimated over the
past years. Investors feared it had become bloated, free virality
on Facebook had been curtailed, competitors were proliferating.
When Zynga made bad acquisitions, OMGPop and Natural Motion,
and had bad results— the company purchased developer
OMGPop in 2012 for $200 million but shuttered the studio a year
later. Additionally, the company’s $527 million acquisition of
Natural Motion brought CSR Racing into the fold, but the studio’s
other major releases have underperformed and call the price
paid into question. When Zynga made these bad decisions, its
competitors are keeping growing up, and Zynga didn’t produce any
special or unique products in this time. That makes Zynga’s
users start to choose other companies products.
Also, Zynga’s products still stagnated in similar types. It looks like
Zynga didn’t grow up from 2012.
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OPPORTUNITIES
So far, Zynga still has its supporters although they are reducing.
The opportunity of this brand is it can have more directions
to rebrand or expand it. The growing space of Zynga is really big.
Zynga only produces mobile games now. The main goal of these
products is let people have fun in their spare time and take
a break for their brain. Everyone needs some time to relax, so it
could be a direction for Zynga to expand its business.
Another opportunity of Zynga is it can make its visual system
become more interesting and attractive. Now, its logo is a bulldog
with logo type. It looks cute but it makes people feel confused as
well. Some people may think this brand is about pets, like a pet
store, and the name of this brand just is coming from the founder’s
dogs name. It’s hard for people to connect it to a mobile game
company, so it’s an opportunity for it to change it.
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FINDING A WAY FORWARD

REBRAND OBJECTIVE
The main spirit of Zynga’s products all about making people
have fun in their free time. That also is the direction for Zynga
to rebrand. The keyword of rebranding is “Social”, “Playful”,
and “Relaxing”. The soul of these words is connecting people,
like a web, to have fun and relax. The big feature of mobile
games is people can play games everywhere as long as they have
a smart phone in their hand. That also is another direction of
rebranding—people can have fun everywhere, probably anytime.
Another big point of rebranding is changing the visual system.
In the future visual system, the color and graphic elements could
look funner and more dynamic.
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OUR MISSION

Connecting people
through fun
anywhere and anytime.
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Sidone Harris
Serious Woman
42 years old, Marketing Assistant
Sidone is a mother who really cares about children ’s
education. She thinks a good growing environment
will impact children’s future a lot, so she always
wants to take the stuff which she thinks its bad away
from her kids.
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INTEREST

Gaming

Sport

Music

Watching Video

Travel

Reading

KNOWLEDGE
News
Experience

Sidone has two kids.
Background

Technology

She thinks education will impact her kids’ future, so
she is serious in this part.

INCOME

Her habit is reading. The topic of the books usually
is about education and economic. She thinks these
two topics are important in people’s lives if she
can know more about them, that will make her life
become better.

Experience

Aesthetic

In her childhood, she is good at studying. This skill
makes her become successful now. That’s the reason
why she thinks education is important for her kids.

Business

$ $$ $$$ $$$$
Thought

She really hopes what she did can make her family
be good in the future.
Her income is high, but she assumes money needs to
be used in essential things.
She thinks having fun is not a bad thing, but it needs
some meaning or benefit. She doesn’t like to do
something waste her time.
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James Watson
Efficient Manager
30 years old, Product Support
There is heavy stress in James’s life. He is a really
serious worker in his company, and his goal is making
everything become perfect. Sometimes, he will do
something which is easy to play can make him have
fun. For him, the fun thing can let him relax.
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INTEREST
Gaming

Sport

Music

Watching Video

Travel

Reading

KNOWLEDGE

News
Experience
Business

Background

Technology

INCOME

Experience

Aesthetic

Thought

$ $$ $$$ $$$$

James is a serious person. He really focuses on all
details in his works.
He always looks really busy. Every day, he usually
needs to answer more than 20 calls.
There is less time for him to take a break.
The fun things for him to relax usually are listening
to music or watching videos.
When he is choosing videos on the Youtube, he
always chooses videos which he doesn’t need to
figure out context and can make him laugh. He just
wants his brain takes a break at that time.
Although he has lots of videos which he wants to
watch, he just has less time to watch them. His list
becomes longer and longer.
Another way for him to relax is traveling, but it usually takes a long time. When he has a long vacation,
he always goes aboard to see different scenes.
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Emily Gilbert
Adventurer
18 years old, College Student
Emily always is curious about varied things. She is
a traveler and adventurer. She loves to go to
different places and countries. When she has a long
break, she usually goes outside to see something
new which she has never seen before.
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NEW MEMBERS

INTEREST
Gaming

Sport

Music

Watching Video

Travel

Reading

KNOWLEDGE

News
Experience
Business

Emily loves to travel and tries different things. She is
curious about lots of things.
Background

Technology

$ $$ $$$ $$$$

Thought

INCOME

Experience

Aesthetic

She thinks the goal of her life is pursuing all interesting things in the world.
Her boyfriend is a photographer, so they are
always going to travel together to take pictures
and have fun.
She plays games sometimes because she can play
with her friends and her boyfriend, and it usually
will happen some silly things at that moment. That
makes them laugh a lot.
Listening to music also is one of her hobbies. The
types of music on her list are very varied. It depends
on what kinds of occasions then she gonna play
different kinds of music.
Sometimes she will explore new games which can
be played with other players together and shares to
her friends.
She thinks finding fun things is a kind of ways to
explore the world.
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Ella&Anna Barber
Twins
15 years old, Junior High School Students
Ella and Anna are twins that have varied hobbies.
They always do things together, such as playing
games, listening to music, or watching videos. They
also love to go outside in the weekend, like playing
some balls or travel with their family.
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INTEREST
Gaming

Sport

Music

Watching Video

Travel

Reading

KNOWLEDGE

News
Experience
Business

When they are children, they love to try new things.
That’s why they have varied hobbies now.
Background

Technology

Aesthetic

They also join some interesting club in school, such
as music club.
They prefer to do things together, so the activities for
them to choose always are something needs teamwork or they can do together.

$ $$ $$$ $$$$

They are learning piano now. In their free time, they
practice together, and they also tried to make songs
by themselves.
When they go travel, they usually make some videos
to record their trip.

Thought

INCOME

Experience

At the weekend, their parents always take them to different places for traveling or visiting museums or zoo.

They think trying new things make them feel happy
and enrich themselves.
They love to plan an event, like a birthday party. In
last year, they designed their birthday party by themselves, and they made it look really fancy and unique.
All their friends love their party.
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Chia Wei Ye
Professional Player
25 years old, Computer Engineer
Chia Wei is a professional player in the gaming field.
He is professional in coding. For him, playing games
is not only a relaxing activity but also a chance to
analyze other works. Also, he plays some online
games with his friends or invites his friends to his
home to play video games. He has varied gaming
devices, such as Wii, PS4, XBOX 360, and VR.
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INTEREST
Gaming

Sport

Music

Watching Video

Travel

Reading

KNOWLEDGE

News
Experience
Business

Background

Technology

Aesthetic

He likes to research coding.
He has made some little games since he was a senior
high school student.
He has lots of games in his home.

Experience

INCOME

Chia Wei loves all technology products. That’s why
his job is a computer engineer.

Thought

$ $$ $$$ $$$$

He loves to share games he has to his friends, so he
always holds parties at his home.
He is not only a game player but also a gaming competition’s participant. He has joined 10 more gaming
competition since he was 20 years old.
He thinks music is the soul of games, so he buys
some games’ soundtracks sometimes. That also is
one of his hobbies.
Because of his job, he always needs to sit in his
office for coding. He thinks he needs have some
time to breath fresh air, so he usually has a short trip
when he has a vacation.
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Sara Nakano
Famous Illustrator
22 years old, Illustrator & College Student
Sara is a professional illustrator. Her works include
characters’ design and scenes’ design. She enjoys
her work.
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INTEREST
Gaming

Sport

Music

Watching Video

Travel

Reading

Technology
News
Experience
Business

Background

KNOWLEDGE

INCOME

Experience

Aesthetic

Sara is an art school student.
She is good at illustration. That also is her job.
She has some commissions is about illustrating for
game’s characters.
Most cases she got were coming from game companies, so she is familiar with this field. She is
interested in this field as well.
In her free time, she loves to read to get some inspiration. That makes her works become rich.
Sometimes she plays games that characters are
designed by her.

Thought

$ $$ $$$ $$$$

She is proud of her skill.
For her future, she thinks she gonna choose a game
company, and do visual design.
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Stephen Milton
Landscape photographer
32 years old, photographer
Stephen is a photographer which focuses on landscape, so he needs to go to different places, like
mountain or ocean, to shot photos. That is his job.
Although it always makes he feel tired, he enjoys in
each trip.
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INTEREST
Gaming

Sport

Music

Watching Video

Travel

Reading

KNOWLEDGE

News
Experience
Business

Stephen’s job is a photographer.
Background

Technology

Aesthetic

His works are taking different landscape’s photos for
competitions or commissions.
He always needs to go to different countries or cities
to take photos. Each work for him is more like a trip.
He really enjoys it.

$ $$ $$$ $$$$

Thought

INCOME

Experience

He has been to 20 more counties.
Before he takes pictures, he always tries to know the
culture or traditions in that place.
When he has free time, he usually does some exercise or goes to the photography club to share his
experiences in taking pictures and gets other photographers experiences.
He thinks the culture of the country or place is the
soul of pictures. He wants to convey the soul for
audiences when they see his works.
He wants his works can be seen by more and more
people in the future.
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Ryan Ricks
Game Lover
16 years old, High School Student
Ryan is a fully game lover. He always spends
whole weekend to play games. He can do anything
for gaming. For example, he learned how to install
a computer which is better for playing games,
and the computer which he uses now is he installed
six months ago.
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INTEREST
Gaming

Sport

Music

Travel

Watching Video

Reading

KNOWLEDGE
His classmates always think he is a little like a nerd.

News

Actually, Ryan isn’t used to talking to other people
face to face. The Internet makes him feel safe.

Business
Aesthetic

INCOME

$

$$

$$$

$$$$

Thought

Experience

Experience

Background

Technology

Ryan is a game lover, but he only plays online games
because he can play it with his friends who he knows
from the Internet.
He spends lots of time on games. That makes his
mother really angry, but he doesn’t care about that.
He just wants to play the game and has his own world.
He always stays at home even at the weekend.
Compare with going outside to play sport or visit
museums, he prefers to spend all day to enrich his
equipment in the online game.
The best equipment in the game always makes him
feel he is a successful guy.
He thinks he will find a job which relates to games in
the future.
The most important thing in his life is the online game.
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THE PAST OF ZYNGA

fun at home

Zynga’s products are only in the mobile platform. The limited
thing for people to have fun seems like only for few people or better at home.
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THE FUTURE OF ZYNGA

fun in anywhere and anytime

The medium for people to connect together would not only be
smart phone but also some events or places for them to have fun.
The feeling would be more dynamic.
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Current Competition
All this game company are publishing mobile games,
and the types of games are similar to Zynga.

abzorba games

Youda Games

Playtika

IGG.COM

SupperCell

AbZorba Games was born

Youda Games is a Dutch

Founded in Tel Aviv in

IGG Inc. was founded

Founded in May 2010, the

in Athens, Greece in the

development studio and

2010, Playtika was a pio-

on June 6, 2006. With

company’s debut game

heat of summer 2011 by

publisher focused on cre-

neer of freemium social

its headquarters located

was the browser game

a talented international

ating strategy games that

and mobile games.

in Singapore, IGG

Gunshine.net, and after its

team determined to

was founded in 2006.

branches are also located

release in 2011, Supercell

create the best mobile

in other various countries

started developing games

multiplayer casino titles.

and areas.

for mobile devices.
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KamaGames

T-Bull

DroidHen

Breakout Games

Murka
Entertainment

KamaGames is the largest

T-Bull was engaged in the

DroidHen is Invested

The games Breakout

European social mobile

production and distribu-

by Sequoia Capital. The

produced are all about

poker operator, with over

tion of mobile games and

types of its products

pokers in mobile platform.

tainably creates and

530,000 daily active play-

was founded in 2010. The

include pokers, farming

The biggest feature is

cater games for a global

ers. KamaGames has built

company is in Wroclaw. It

simulation, and strategy

the pocker games can be

audience. It has poker and

a portfolio of free-to-play

produced strategy games

games on mobile platform.

played offline.

slot games.

social casino titles.

on the mobile platform.

Since 2011 Murka sus-
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Adjacent Competition
These companies are publishing mobile games, but
they are also publishing some PC games and other
products, like game devices or merchandises.

Big Fish Games

Klei Entertainment

Enixan

Robot Gentleman

Futureplay

Big Fish Games is a

Klei Entertainment Inc.

Enixan produced lots of

Robot Entertainment is a

The International

casual gaming company

is an independent game

farming simulation games.

video game development

Academic Conference

based in Seattle, with a

development studio

The platforms of their

and publishing company

on the Future of Game

regional office in Oakland,

located in Vancouver,

games include mobile and

created by the founders

Design and Technology,

CA, owned by Aristocrat

British Columbia. Klei was

social media.

of the defunct Ensemble

also known as FuturePlay,

Leisure. It is a developer

formed in July 2005 by

Studios, after being shut

is an international

and distributor of casual

Jamie Cheng.

down by Microsoft.

academic conference that

games for computers and

focuses on the future

mobile devices.

of video game design
and technology.
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ustwo games

Sony

Amanita Design

Square Enix

Kongregate

ustwo Games is a mobile

Sony is a technology

Amanita Design is an

Square Enix Holdings

Kongregate is an

games studio that loves

company, based in Japan,

independent game

Co., Ltd. is a Japanese

American mobile, PC, and

to make interactive

which makes many elec-

developer based in the

video game developer,

Console publisher and

entertainment which chal-

tric products. Among its

Czech Republic. The

publisher, and distribution

web gaming portal. The

lenges the medium, with

most popular products is

studio was established in

company known for its

website features over

a strong focus on user

the video game console

2003 when Jakub Dvorský

Final Fantasy, Dragon

110,000 online games and

experience and elegance

PlayStation, which was

completed his thesis

Quest, and Kingdom

30+ mobile games avail-

in presentation.

followed by PlayStation 2,

project at the Academy of

Hearts role-playing video

able to the public.

PlayStation 3 and now the

Arts in Prague.

game franchises, among

PlayStation 4.

numerous others.
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Future Competition
The future of Zynga will focus on products or servise
which can make people have fun together, and
connect their relationship in anywhere and anytime.

KAYAK

Google Trips

VSCO

Photochrome

LACMA

KAYAK was founded in

Google Trips makes

Users can shoot and edit

The Photochrome Camera

Gallery classes empha-

2004 by Steve Hafner and

exploring the world easier

their images with their

Club of San Francisco

size drawing in LACMA’s

Paul M. English. Kayak

by organizing your essen-

superior mobile presets,

was founded in 1942

permanent collection

runs travel search engines

tial info in one place and

film-inspired presets,

and over the years has

galleries as a way to learn

checkfelix and swoodoo.

making it available even

and advanced camera

attracted many members

about composition,

Formerly a separate com-

offline. Get activity sug-

controls. Publish images

and distinguished guests

color, technique and personal expression.

pany, the KAYAK Software

gestions based on what’s

or curate others to their

of all ages and levels of

Corporation was acquired

nearby, customizeable

VSCO profile.

expertise, from beginner

by Booking Holdings on

day plans, and your travel

May 21, 2013.

reservations from Gmail.
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Electric Art

Nintendo SWITCH

Shazam

Music Maker JAM
MUSIC MAKER JAM offers

Personal Gym
Workout Plan

Electric Art was a pio-

Nintendo Switch is

Shazam is a mobile app

neer of the early home

designed to go wherever

that recognizes music

intuitive control making

BestFit is for every fitness

computer games industry

users do, transforming

and TV around users. It is

music production even

and bodybuilding enthu-

and was notable for pro-

from home console to

the best way to discover,

more fun and easy. All of

siast, whether beginner or

moting the designers and

portable system in a snap.

explore and share the

the sounds are perfectly

expert lifter. With us users

programmers responsible

So users get more time to

music and TV users love.

for its games.

play the games their love,
however they like.

synchronized to keep users

build muscle, increase

on the beat every step of

their strength, burn fat and

the way. The app comes

maximize their endurance.

with four free styles.

Each workout brings users
closer to their goal.
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